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Let m be the mass of any particle of the attracting system, and let it be situated at the point A. A straight line drawn through A to intersect the surface S in any point will also intersect it in some other point, but, if the surface is re-entrant, it may enter and issue from the surface any even number of times. Let the points of intersection, taken in order, be Pa>P2, &c., and let the direction PjPa, &c. be called the positive direction of the straight line.
Let 0lt #2, &c. be the angles the positive direction of PiP2, &c. makes with the normals P^Vi, P2^Vr2, &c. drawn outwards. It is evident that where the line enters the surface cos 6 is negative, and where it issues from the surface cos 6 is positive, thus the angles 0l9 02, &c. are alternately obtuse and acute.
With A for vertex describe about this straight line an elementary cone whose solid angle is da, and let it intersect the surface 8 in the elementary areas da-l9 dcr2) &c. If the distances AP: — rl9 APz = r2) &c., these elementary areas by Art. 26 are
da-L = ri2da> sec (TT — 0^    do-2 = r2dco sec #2, &c......(!)•
If the point A is external to the surface as in the upper part of the figure, the normal resolutes taken positively when acting
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outwards are   Jp\ = —- cos (TT — ft),     -p2 =-----* cos 6», &c......(2).
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Since the  signs   of  these   terms  are  alternately  positive  and negative, it follows that when A is external
F-ida-L + F2d(72 + &c. = 0.....................(3).                             il
If the point A is internal and lies between P! arid P2, as represented in the lower part of the figure, the sign of the force F! must be changed. We therefore have
If the point A lie between P2 and P3j the signs of the first two terms in the series (2) are changed, and the equation (4) resumes the form (3), and so on.
If we now let the straight line J.PaP2 &c. revolve round A into all positions, all the elements of the surface will be included in the        / integration.    We therefore find for^an external point JFdo- = 0 (5).
£SLS£jSiSE5l P°int tne integration of the right-hand side of (4) is limited to a hemisphere of the unit sphere, Art. 26. We therefore have                JFdo- = — 4?rm...........................(G).
Let now the system consist of any number of particles m1} m>2,

